Europcar Mobility Group announces the appointment of José Blanco, as new Managing Director of
its Low Cost Business Unit, joining the Group’s Executive Committee
June 20, 2019
PARIS--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jun. 20, 2019-- Regulatory News:
After having successfully integrated Goldcar - the N°1 low-cost car rental leader - in less than 9 months in 2018, Europcar Mobility Group
(Paris:EUCAR) is now appointing José Blanco as new Managing Director for its Low Cost Business Unit, member of the Group’s Executive
Committee. He succeeds Juan Carlos Azcona, Goldcar’s former CEO and Managing Director of the Low Cost Business Unit of the Group
since Goldcar’s acquisition end of 2017.
The low-cost car rental segment is one of the most dynamic in Europe, representing a size of approximately 2 billion euros. It enjoys an historical
double digit annual growth rate and it is expected to continue to grow at a similar pace, especially in Leisure destinations, everywhere in Europe and
overseas destinations.
Europcar Mobility Group Low Cost Business Unit entered a “new league” end of 2017, with the acquisition of Goldcar, leader of the low-cost car rental
in Europe. The BU is now displaying 2 brands – Goldcar and InterRent - present in 17 countries.
José Blanco was previously Deputy Managing Director of the Low Cost BU, a position he assumed early 2019. Prior to this, he was Sales and
Marketing Director for Europcar in the UK and before that, he held the same position in Spain. José Blanco has over 20 years of experience in leisure
and tourism, managing sales & marketing areas in companies such as Portaventura Park and Resort, Grandvalira Ski and Pullmantur Cruises (Royal
Caribbean Group).
His strong knowledge of the Group will enhance the ONE Group approach that is now accelerated throughout business units, countries and functions.
José Blanco will also support the Low Cost BU brands repositioning and expansion, around two areas: clear and differentiated value propositions for
the Goldcar and InterRent brands and strong improvement of the customer satisfaction. José Blanco will push further a new approach, promoting NPS
(Net Promoter Score) as a key core value in order to leverage customer service and continuing the action plan on transparency and staff behavior,
coherently with Europcar Mobility Group DNA.
At the same time, José Blanco will lead the extension of the geographical footprint of Goldcar and InterRent, developing the brands in countries where
the BU’s offer can meet customers’ demand and expectations: all this in a synergetic manner, implementing initiatives aimed at delivering cost
efficiencies going beyond the synergies already identified.
Juan Carlos Azcona, after having successfully contributed to the integration of Goldcar within the Europcar Mobility Group, will continue to support the
Group in its leisure offers expansion, across geographies and brands, directly reporting to Fabrizio Ruggiero.
Fabrizio Ruggiero, Europcar Mobility Group Deputy CEO, Head of Business Units, comments:
“Juan Carlos Azcona led the expansion of Goldcar to its number 1 position in the low-cost segment. This is a unique model, answering to customers’
needs for low budget car rental, relying on lean organizations to maximize efficiency, thus allowing fair prices. José Blanco will be able to build on
these solid foundations, bringing his expertise as well as his knowledge of the Group’s best practices, driving evolutions to create the next generation
leader of the low-cost segment, having customer satisfaction at the core of the organisation.”
José Blanco comments: “I’m particularly proud to succeed Juan Carlos Azcona, and eager to take up the exciting challenges of the Low-Cost BU. We
know that we have a lot to do to better explain what is low-cost in car rental. We will play our expansion by placing customer at the center of everything
we do, leveraging technology to deliver an outstanding customer experience, while maintaining the well-balanced value for money positioning that
made Goldcar’s and InterRent’s success.”
END
About Europcar Mobility Group
Europcar Mobility Group is a major player in mobility markets and listed on Euronext Paris. The mission of Europcar Mobility Group is to be the
preferred “Mobility Service Company” by offering alternative attractive solutions to vehicle ownership, with a wide range of mobility-related services:
vehicle-rental, chauffeur services, car-sharing, scooter-sharing and peer-to-peer car-rental. Customers’ satisfaction is at the heart of the Group’s
mission and all of its employees and this commitment fuels the continuous development of new services. Europcar Mobility Group operates through
multi brands meeting every customer specific needs; its 4 major brands being: Europcar® - the European leader in vehicle rental services, Goldcar® the most important low-cost car-rental company in Europe, InterRent® – ‘mid-tier’ brand focused on leisure and Ubeeqo® – one of the European
leaders in car-sharing (BtoB, BtoC). Europcar Mobility Group delivers its mobility solutions worldwide solutions through an extensive network in 137
countries (including 20 wholly owned subsidiaries in Europe, 2 in Australia and New Zealand, franchises and partners).
Further details on our website:
www.europcar-mobility-group.com
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